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Δ(pairing gap)

BCS (Bardeen-Cooper-Schrieffer:1957) 
Theory of Pairing correlations in metalic superconductor



T=1 S=0 pairing and T=0 S=1 pairing interactions 

T=1 pairing (n-n, p-p pairing correlations) spin singlet superfluid

● mass (odd-even staggering)
● energy spectra (gap between the first excited state and the ground

state in even-even nuclei
● moment of inertia
● n-n or p-p Pair transfer reactions 
● fission barrier (large amplitude collective motion)

Strong T=0 pairing (p-n pairing with S=1)          spin triplet superfluid ?

● deuteron (T=0,S=1)  is bound, but not di-neutron (T=1,S=0)
● N=Z  Wigner energy (still controversial)
● Energy  spectra in nuclei with N=Z (T=0 and J=1)
● n-p pair transfer reaction
●low-energy  super-allowed Gamow-Teller transition in N=Z and N=Z+2 

between SU(4) supermultiples
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• n-p Pair correlations  studied by 3-body model
 T=0, 1 two channels
 T=0, S=1 is attractive stronger than T=1, S=0 pair

cf. dueteron, matrix elements in shell models
 In finite nuclei N>Z ,  the strong spin-orbit coupling

may quench or even kill T=0 pairing
when  l is larger ,  the spin-orbit is larger and T=0 pair correlations 
decrease

Y. Tanimura, HS, K. Hagino,  PTEP 053D02 (2014)



T=1, S=0 pair

T=0, S=1 pair

The total wave function should be anti-symmetric in spin-isospin-
relative angular momentum quantum space.

If there is strong spin-orbit splitting, it is difficult to make (T=0,S=1)pair.

Two particle systems

p(n) p(n)

p n



HS, Y. Tanimura and K. Hagino, PRC87, 034310 (2013)

G.F. Bertsch and Y. Luo, PRC81, 064320 (2010)

Even with large spin-orbit 
splitting for f -orbits, the 
spin-triplet correlations will 
be larger than the spin-
singlet one for f>1.5

Pairing correlation energy 
of (J,T)=(0,1) and (1,0) 
states in pf shell



IS and IV M1 response and T=0 spin-triplet pairing correlations
HS, T. Suzuki and M. Sasano (Phys. Rev. C94, 041303(R) (2016)

HS and T. Suzuki, to be published (2017)

Exp. Data, Matsubara, et al., PRL115, 102501(2015)
High energy resolution proton inelastic scattering with Ep=295MeV



IS effective g

geff/gbare=0.9

IS pairing=1.1xUSDB

IS pairing=1.2xUSDB

IS Channel



IV effective g

IS pairing=1.1xUSDB

IS pairing=1.2xUSDB

IV Channel







Ferromagnetic limit



Summary

1. Strong quenching in the IV spin response which is consistent with 
magnetic moments and Gamow-Teller beta-decay matrix.

2. IS spin sum rule strength shows a smaller quenching than IV spin 
ones.

3. Strong spin-triplet pairing gives a better agreement with 
empirical spin and spin-isospin correlations in N=Z nuclei.

4. How Spin-triplet superfluidity can be realized in nuclear many-
body system?
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g. s.
(1+,0)

(Jπ,T)=
(0+,1) 2.31 MeV

1.04 MeV
0.68 MeV

-0.46 MeV -0.61 MeV 0.20 MeV
B(M1)
=0.047 19.71 1.32 0.08 6.16

(a) 実験 (NNDC, http://www.nndc.bnl.gov/)

(b) 計算結果
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1. E0+-E1+ and B(M1)
 Inversion of 1+ and 0+

 18F, 42Sc
Large B(M1) 
Accurate E0+-E1+ (42Sc)

Experiment

Three-body model

The inversion of 1+ and 0+ shows a clear manifestation of the competition between 
spin-orbit and the spin-triplet pairing.

Y. Tanimura, HS, K. Hagino,  PTEP 053D02 (2014)
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